
 

 Antelope Trophy Table 

 

NOTE: The ratio of Boone & Crockett antelope per total tags issued includes either sex tags and doe tags from states like Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado where 
thousands of these types of tags are issued each year. This distorts the data somewhat when compared to states like Arizona that issue no doe tags at all. However, the 
message is clear, the states with the largest abundance of tags require a lot of self-discipline to pass on lesser goats to find a giant. 
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Should I apply or build points where available? 

Wyoming 
149,256 Tags 

80 1 in 1,866 $0 $14 to apply 
and/or $30 for a 
point  

Regular $302 
Special $542 

Absolutely! Wyoming is a must for serious 
pronghorn enthusiasts whether applying for points 
only or tags. 

New Mexico 
13,483 Tags 

61 1 in 221 $0 $13 $270 Yes. With no point system and low out of pocket 
cost, the long odds are worth playing…especially if 
the ranch assignment policy changes in 2018. 

Nevada 
11,629 Tags 

34 1 in 342 $142 $16.50 $0 Yes, if applying for other species. Long draw odds 
makes this an expensive choice for pronghorn only 
in my opinion. 

Arizona 
858 Tags 

33 1 in 26 $160 $15 $0 Only if applying for other species AND you are 
prepared for a 20+ year grind. AZ point creep has 
made pronghorn tags incredibly hard to draw. 

Colorado 
50,400 Tags 

20 1 in 2,520 $10 $43 $346 Probably not. The non-refundable price to apply 
isn’t too steep. However, the best goats with decent 
draw odds tend to be on land with access issues. 

Utah 
2,838 Tags 

13 1 in 218 $65 $10 $0 Only if applying for other species already. UT 
makes it too cheap to pass up if you’re already 
fronting license fees for other species. 

Montana 
80,534 Tags 

11 1 in 7,321 $25 if applying 
in the draw 

$25 $200 Yes. The price is right and tags are plentiful, but 
beware that giant bucks are very scarce in Montana. 


